Services - Backup, Restore, Disaster
DS3 DataVaulting is a reliable partner that offers companies a streamlined, secure,
and scalable data management solution. From servers, to workstations, to laptops,
DS3 provides backup, restore, and disaster recovery for the entire enterprise. Our automated
process virtually eliminates human error, and offsite backup is made even
more secure with advanced encryption technology. DS3’s agent-less architecture makes setup simple. Our services are highly compatible with a wide range of network platforms and
applications. DS3 offers an enhanced return on investment by saving companies time and money.
Finally, all services and features are covered by one “pay for what you use” monthly cost and fully
supported by our dedicated customer service team. In business longer than any other dedicated
industry player of our size, at DS3 DataVaulting we deliver on our commitment to be a full service
data management resource.
Backup
Automated backup process greatly reduces the risk of losing data.
Backup times are dramatically diminished by advanced software functionality that decreases
the amount of stored data and trims the monthly storage cost.
Gone is the tedious task of managing the backup process so IT professionals and management
are free to focus on other business critical issues.
Restore
Easy access to files, mail stores, and databases stored locally on the “gateway” abbreviates
the retrieval process.
Online restore capability facilitates the speedy return of accidentally deleted files, which
makes end users more productive.
Disaster Recovery
Inherent recovery functionality simplifies data return in case of disaster.
Stand-by servers in data center offer secure Internet access.
Full disaster recovery efforts are available in a fraction of the time required by other service
providers.

Services - Backup, Restore, Disaster Recovery
In today’s complex world, companies and organizations require increasingly more from their data
management solutions. Backup reliability is mandated. Restores are measured in seconds. And,
disaster recovery is a business imperative. As a trusted data management partner, DS3 enables
customers to prepare for the worst while proactively managing their data. DS3 transforms data
from a liability into a resource.
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